Stirling Council
Privacy Notice
Find out how Stirling Council uses personal data by checking the Council’s website
at the following address: http://www.stirling.gov.uk/dataprotection
Our website contains a Register of Data Processing which lists all the different ways
in which the Council uses personal data.
This Privacy Notice provides more information about just one of those processes.

Title of Process

Legal Services – litigation and advice

Why does the Council
process personal
data?

The provision of legal advice to Council services/
officers, the performance of litigation or potential
litigation pursuant to both core statutory matters and
other contractual/ other obligations or liabilities.
The litigation team within legal services provides advice
on and initiates court action in respect of a wide variety
of matters. The majority of these matters will involve
the Council fulfilling its statutory functions. However, we
can also be involved in advising on employment matters
in relation to staff, and at times on more commercial
actions which may have been raised by or on behalf of
the Council or when an action is raised against the
Council or to challenge a decision taken by the Council.
Instructions will almost always come from within the
Council to the legal services team and as such the
provision of personal data is primarily shared by a
relevant service with legal for the purposes of providing
legal advice or legal representation.

What personal data is
used?

Personal data can be about a variety of people, these
could include:






adult service users of social work services or indeed
any adult to whom the Council potentially has a
statutory duty to assess/ meet need;
vulnerable children to whom the local authority has
(or potentially has) a duty to safeguard or takes
steps/ provide a service to (and the personal data of
their wider family);
Council tenants and those living in a property with
Council tenants;
Council employees;




Pupils of the Education Authority (and potential
pupils);
Third parties whose information is directly relevant to
the circumstances of one of the above parties, and
the local authority’s obligation to that person.

In the provision of legal advice and/ or in contemplation
of litigation, a significant amount of personal data is
considered and processed by legal in considering
options and routes available to client services, that can
include (dependent on the nature of the case):
Personal Data
 Name and DOB
 Address
 Financial details
 Physical health/ mental health details (including (in
the context of possible adoption) as to addictions,
genetic disorders, complex needs and assessments)
 Family circumstances
 Employment details, financial means and family
outgoings (e.g. housing cases)
 School and pupil records
 Criminal convictions, allegations of a criminal nature
involvement with Police or criminal justice/ MAPPA
services
 Details as to the suspension/ removal of parental
rights and responsibilities and information through
the Court and Children’s Hearing systems
 Complex detail of family histories, family
compositions, social work involvement with families
over significant periods of time and involvement with
services
Can include data belonging to children younger than 12
and adults who have been assessed as lacking
capacity.
We can also have reason to review and consider
personal data of adopters/ prospective adopters, foster
carers and regularly have sight of Children’s Adoption
and Permanence Reports and GIRFEC
“Special Category” Data
 Biometric data
 Genetic Data
 Health (physical or mental)
 Political opinions
 Racial or ethnic origin





Religious or philosophical beliefs
Sexual life
Trade union membership

Data relating to criminal convictions and offences is also
processed
What makes it lawful
for the Council to
process this personal
data?

Depending on the specific case, personal data may be
processed:
 As a result of a contract with the data subject
 To comply with a statutory obligation
 To perform a “public task” in the public interest
 With the consent of the individual

Where does the
Council obtain
personal data from?








In most cases, personal data will be provided to our
service by an internal client service seeking legal
advice or who is looking to raise or defend legal
action
Disclosed by data subjects or their legal agents as
part of a court or other process similar process
Obtained by carrying out standard legal searches
(rare for litigation)
Disclosed by external government agencies
Disclosed by partners – e.g. other Local
Authorities/police (for example, directly from health
or others under Adult Support and Protection
processes)

Typically, the data is collected by another Service within
the Council and passed to Legal. Much of the personal
data which was passed to us was collected in
expectation that it would be used in legal proceedings/
for the provision of legal advice, but it may have been
collected in consideration of the wider statutory role (in
which legal provides a role). That said, in contentious
proceedings we are taking action normally because
there is a statutory duty/ ability to do so and so I
wouldn’t expect that this presents any issue.
On some occasions information may come directly from
Health or Police for example but this is rare and will
normally only be at a stage where action may already
be in Court. However the primary point of contact for
any external organisation would normally be direct
between the service, and not with legal services.
Where does the
Council keep personal
data?

In paper format, and in electronic format on the council
network.

How long does the
Council keep personal
data?

Data Protection laws require personal data to be kept
no longer than is necessary.
Depending on the type of legal advice, different
retention rules apply.

Who does the Council
share personal data
with?











May be shared with legal representatives of the data
subjects in discussions/ negotiations
Will as a matter of course (if Court action initiated)
be shared with the Court & Tribunals System –
through the lodging of applications (normally at
Stirling Sheriff Court) and perhaps also with Sheriff
Officers who are instructed to effect service of
certain court documents on behalf of the Council
When certain Court applications are made the Court
then orders that the local authority serve copies of
papers on relevant people to the action (this may
mean for example that a Guardianship application is
served on their nearest relative, their care provider
and other family members) – those applications will
include sensitive personal information and include
medical reports – that specific sharing mechanism is
provided for under the AWI Act but under other
legislative frameworks such as Adult Support and
Protection it may also be done
Shared with government agencies
Shared with partner agencies (perhaps with Health
in discussion as to an ASP matter) or perhaps with
the Office of the Public Guardian, Mental Welfare
Commission
External legal firms acting for the Council on a
particular matter.

In some cases legal work may be outsourced, meaning
that an external legal firm is appointed to deal with the
matter, instead of the Council’s own legal services. In
such circumstances both legal services and the
instructing client service may send personal data to that
firm to enable them to advise and represent the Council.
A letter of engagement would typically be entered into
at the point of the external instruction. The Council has
a ‘framework’ of external firms which it may call upon for
that purpose. Those firms if instructed would be
fulfilling the same role as legal services in furthering a
statutory function.
Who do I contact
about my personal
data?

The Council has a Data Protection Officer to make sure
it is complying with data protection laws.

The Council’s Data Protection Officer is Kevin O’Kane,
Audit Manager.
He can be contacted at:
Data Protection Officer, Stirling Council, Teith House,
Kerse Road, Stirling FK7 7QA
Email: dataprotection@stirling.gov.uk
Telephone: 01786 404040

